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Termination is a highly important part of every therapeutic relationship that should be address
throughout each stage of the process.  While many adult clients have the ability to easily think
their experience in therapy, for youth this is often more di�cult.  Because of this I like to provid
with some sort of physical representation of their time in therapy that will help them re�ect on
experiences, highlight their strengths, remind them of what they learned and provide them with
they can use to help prevent regression, and even continue their progress on their own.

These activities let you both re�ect on their time in therapy and transition out of serv
an engaging way. I’ve also found that using metaphors often helps young clients to b
understand termination and makes after-care instructions more salient.  Below are so
for creative termination activities that are easily adaptable to �t your clients’ needs. I
sure of the origins of all of them, so please let me know if there is someone that I sho
citing.

I recently spoke to an intern who was confused when a number of her clients seemed
when it came time to terminate, despite her verbal reminders.  It is sometimes helpfu
young children to be able to have a visual representation of how many sessions are le
can help them better prepare for termination.  One way to do this is to create a sessio
tracking chart.  In the examples above clients color in one image, or choose a sticker, 
end of each session.  The activity is quick and also provides a good opportunity for th
to check-in with clients and help process any feelings surrounding termination that c
throughout the process.

Session Trackers
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By Jodi Smith, LCSW, RPT-S at “Play is Powerful”

Supplies: Toy boat, paper boat, paper mache boat, box with a boat drawn on it, etc.

Directions:

I’ve found that the use of metaphors increases the amount of information that clients 
internalize so I use them frequently in termination.  Start by explaining to the client th
because of the progress they have made they are ready to sail off on their own.

Re�ect on what that feels like and process any anxiety, and transition into talking abou
things they will “take” with them to help with their journey.

Have the client answer each question and write their response on the back of the cards
will contain cards related to tools they will take with them (supports, coping skills, etc
that may get in their way and strengths (as identi�ed by the client and therapist).  Alon
pre-made cards, I also give them blank ones.

Supplies: Treasure box (Michaels Crafts has wooden “treasure” boxes  that are cheap
to decorate.  A link to directions on how to make a paper one can be found here; Stick
plastic jewels (found at crafts stores, oriental trading co., etc.); Small note cards (cut 
box); Pen.

Directions: First, have your client decorate a treasure chest.  Then stick a jewel to ea
your client writes down the “task” that is assigned to that speci�c color (see below).  
back of the card they include a speci�c example of how what they identi�ed has helpe
in the past and/or how it will help them in the future.  Below are examples of possible
codes, but you should change them to meet your client’s speci�c age and needs.  In th
chest will be full with a stack of jeweled cards.

Blue: Strengths (Identi�ed by both the client and therapist)

Red: Coping skills

Green: Supportive people in their life

Orange: Resources from therapist (ex. hotline numbers, therapist referrals or direction
reenrolling in services.)

Ready to Set Sail: Termination Activity

Treasure Chest Termination Activity

http://creativesocialworker.tumblr.com/post/52331778523/treasurechest
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Purple: Self-care activities

Pink: Inspiration (future goals, motivational quotes, etc.)

Yellow: Things they have learned in therapy

At termination, your client is �nally ready to continue their journey on their own.  Ev
though they will be leaving you behind, they can pack up everything that they have le
during their time with you to take with them.  This metaphor is easy for most people 
identify with and it is a fun activity.

Supplies: Plastic or cardboard suitcase; Blank sticker labels; Paper luggage tag; Strin
Travel stickers.

Goals: Process termination; Provide transitional object; Help prevent regression; Ide
accomplishments, goals, coping tools, etc.

Directions:

Have your client make and/or decorate their suitcase.

Then they write something they will “take with them” from their time in therapy on ea
provided (I print cards with travel clip-art on the back).  This can be things they have l
coping skills, supports, resources etc.

You can also integrate this with the after-care kit I posted.

On the labels they write or draw goals they have accomplished.  (Like the old suitcases
that are covered with stickers of past travels).  I also provide additional travel stickers.

On the luggage tag they write where they are going next.  This could be a new life stage
8th graders usually write “high school”) or a goal they would like to accomplish that th
of the box will help them achieve on their own.

Process feelings about termination throughout the activity.

 Suitcase Termination Activity

Therapeutic Goodbye Cards

https://socialworkhelper.com/
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This is such a simple, yet powerful termination activity.  I got this idea from a client w
me a very touching thank you note during our last session.  It is something I have kep
re�ect back on, and i realized that it could potentially play a similar role for a client.

The focus of the content is on the journey through therapy and what has been accomp
highlight strengths, review coping tools and lessons learned, and express my thoughts
termination. At the end I usually include instructions of what to do if they decide to en
therapy again.  You could also have the client write a letter to their future self that they
when they are struggling.

Summer Bucket List
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I put a therapeutic twist on this summer craft.  Most school therapists are unable to s
throughout the summer but may pick up treatment again during the following schoo
which is not ideal.  This activity can help encourage adherence to after-care recomme

Directions: Have your client design a bucket that will help them to continue your wo
together on their own and prevent regression.  On the back of the paper bucket they c
goals for the summer, self-care activities, etc.  For the 3D buckets these can go on car
inside the bucket.  On the shovel they write down “tools” that will help them to accom
their goals (social supports, coping skills, resources, etc.)

You’ve Got Mail: Group Termination Activity
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Directions: First, have your clients create their own paper mailbox.  Then, each pers
including the therapist, writes a short note to every other member of the group.  You 
instruct them to write something that they have gained by knowing that person, a str
they can identify in that person, a motivating message, etc.  The notes are then place
mailboxes for the group members to take home.

Graduation 
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RELATED TOPICS:

Certi�cates are very simple to create in programs like Word, Pages, etc. and are a goo
up for clients who have worked hard to meet their therapeutic goals.  In my example 
space to write speci�cs about progress, accomplishments, re�ection, etc.  One the las
session we have a “graduation party” where we have fun, re�ect on our time together
made and process termination.  They are then presented with their certi�cate.[/email

Share this:
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